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In 1925, P. Urysohn gave an example of a countable connected

Hausdorff space [4]. Other examples have been contributed by R.

Bing [l], M. Brown [2], and E. Hewitt [3]. Relatively few of the

properties of such spaces have been examined. In this paper the ques-

tion of homogeneity is studied. Theorem I shows that there exists a

bihomogeneous countable connected Hausdorff space. Theorems II

and III deal with other questions related to homogeneity.

A space Z is homogeneous if and only if for every pair of elements

x and y of Z there exists a homeomorphism/ of Z onto itself such that

f(x) =y. A space Z is bihomogeneous if and only if for every pair of

elements x and y of Z there exists a homeomorphism / of Z onto itself

such that f(x) = y and f(y) = x.

Theorem I. There exists a bihomogeneous countable connected Haus-

dorff space.

Proof. Let X0 be a countable connected Hausdorff space

{x°, x°, ■ ■ ■ } and let {Xi, Ar2, • • • } be a countably infinite family

of mutually disjoint homeomorphic images of X0. For each i, let hi

be a homeomorphism of X0 onto Xi, and for each * and j, let x) be

»<(*?).
Let p\ be (x?, x2), and p\ be (x\, x2). Let p\ be (x\, x\, x|), p% be

(x\, x\, X3), p\ be (x\, x\, X3), and p\ be (x\, x\, x23). Suppose that « is a

positive integer such that if i ^2", (1) p" exists and (2) for some posi-

tive integers ki, k2, • • • , and kn+i, p"=(xt1l, x%, • ■ ■ , x%$l)- Then

let pl+1 be (xî1, x?, • • • , **#, x£22") and £& be

*!+2"      *2+2" 2"+*»+l       »'      .

(Xl        , XS        ,  •   ■   •  , X„+l        , X„+2).

For each n let Zn be U£, ([Xt-\j£i {x)} ]U{/»?}). A neighbor-

hood system for Z„ is defined as follows: If z is a point of some

Xi, then 3l(z) denotes the neighborhood system of z in Xi. If

zGlCi [Xi-Ú"Íi {xj} ], then for some i and j, ¿^2" and j>n + í, z
= X], and in this case the neighborhood system Nn(z) of z in Z„ is

[U: UG%(z) and [UJÍÍ {x]}\C\U=0}. Suppose that è = 2» and
ki, &2, ■ • • , and &„+i are positive integers such that
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pk =  (Xi, x2, • • • , Xn+i).

If i^n+1, let G*. be { U: £7G9l(xîO end if r^i and r£*+-. <*««
xf'GC}. Then the neighborhood system Nn(pl) of pï in Z„ is

{[^^([/-{xî'DiUlpîhi/.GGt,.}.
If w is a positive integer, k^2" and £j = (xf, x|*, • • • , x^f\), then

the points xî\ xl1, • • ■ , and x¡j£J are the coordinates of pi.

Lemma 1. For each n, Zn is a countable connected Hausdorff space.

Proof. Let n be a positive integer. It is clear that Zn is a countable

Hausdorff space. Suppose that Zn is not connected. Then there exist

disjoint nonempty open sets A and B such that AVJB =Z„. For each

i, i û 2", let Ki be {x]: XjÇzZn} ̂ J {p%: p\ has a coordinate which belongs

to Xi\. For each i, Ki is connected since it is homeomorphic with X(.

Assuming that the notation is chosen so that Ki C A, let j be

min{i: KiQB}. Now there exist integers * and r, r<j, such that

pi has a coordinate belonging to Xr and a coordinate belonging to

Xj. Then pl(E.Kri~\Kj and hence pltEAf^B. This contradicts the fact
that AC\B = 0. This establishes the lemma.

Suppose that «¿r, Un is an open set in Zn, and UT is an open set

in ZT. Then the notation

C„C UT

means that (1) if p"G Un, then #G £7r and (2) if xjG £/„ then either

(i) xjG Í7r or (ii) for some *, £iG U, and xj is a coordinate of p\.

Certain permutations are to be defined now. Let q\ be the identity,

and gäbe (1,2) each on {l, 2}. Let q\ be the identity, q%be (1,2)(3, 4),

2a be (1, 3)(2, 4), and q\ be (1, 4)(2, 3), each on {l, 2, 3, 4}. Suppose

that « is a positive integer and if i£=2n, there is a permutation q" on

{1, 2, • • • , 2"} such that for distinct positive integers ki, k2, • • • ,

and  k2',  q"=(ki,  k2)(k3,  kt) ■ ■ ■ (kt".u  k2").  Then   if   i<2",  g?+1

= (h,  k2)(k¡,  ki)  ■  ■  ■ (*2»_1,  *2»)(*l + 2",  *2+2")(*3 + 2",  kt + 2")   ■  ■ ■

(fc2»-i + 2», k2" + 2") and g#£ = (*i, *2 + 2")(*8, *« + 2») • ■ •

(*2n-i, k2»+2n)(ki + 2n, k2)(kz + 2n, ki) ■ ■ ■(k2"-i + 2n,k2n). Notice that

each permutation is the product of disjoint 2-cycles and if r^2n and

5^2" then there is one and only one positive integer i such that

ç?W=sand2;(i)=f.

Lemma 2. // i^2n,  k<2n,  and pl=(x\l,  xl1, • • • ,  x^J),  then

Pa¡"(k) — \xl        > xl        ri *n+l      )•

Proof. The result is clear if «=1. Assume the result holds for n

and suppose that i^2n,  k^2n,  and pl=(x\\  xl1, ■ ■ ■ ,  x£#)-   If
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jún + í, then g^Oy) «&"(*/), ql+\ki + 2»)=q?+1(ki)+2», ($&&,)
= q"+1(ki)+2", and q"tè>(ki + 2n)=q1+1(ki). Therefore, if wî = î-|-2",

then

(1) pn+i     = (x^1^, ■ . ■ , ***"»««> aA^CW-i»))
X   ' rq"+1(k) V    1 ' '     n+1 'n+2 "

(2) rti, »   =   (x«<"+1<*'+2fl>,   •   •   •  ,  ^,"+1(2B+*n+l), ^,B+1<«),

^a,"+1(i+2'') V    1 '      n+l '     n+2        "

V ' ^«m"+1«) 1 'n+l 'n+2 "

(4)     pn+„+,   „ = (x«»B+1(*.+!!B>, • • •, *«mB+1<2n+*»«>, *0+I<*>).
V ' íím"+1(4+2n) V    1 'n+l '      n+2 '

This establishes Lemma 2.

For each n and each i, i g 2", let g" be the function from Z„ onto

Z„ defined as follows: If feg2" and/>n + l, then gB(xJ) =x^"(fe) and

g"(í") =£«"(*)•

Lemma 3. £or each n and each i, i g 2", g" ¿5 a homeomorphism of Z„

OM/O Z„.

Proof. Suppose that t'a2". It is clear that g? is one-to-one and

onto. Suppose that k^2n, j>n + i and UGNn(xj). It is clear that

gi(U)Ç:N"(g1(xj)). Suppose that ki, k2, • • • , and kn+i are positive

integers such that pt=(x\\ x22, • • • , xj^fj). Let V be an element of

Nn(pl). Then for each r, r = w + l, there exists an element Vr of G*r

such that F=Ufl+i (7r-{x^})U{^;}. Now for each r, r = n + l,

g"(Pr)GGj»»(ti.). By Lemma 2,

and hence

«<(#*)   =   (*1 ,   *   •   •   ,  *»+l ),

n+l _,,   .

im = ^(¿(7,) - KBWj)u {,;»<*,}

which is an element of ^"(¿"(p")). This shows that (g")-1 is continu-

ous. Since g1= (g")_1 it follows that g" is a homeomorphism.

Lemma 4. For each n, r, and s such that r = 2" ana 5 g 2n, /Äere cxísís

one and only one positive integer i, i = 2", such that g"(p") = p" and

g1(Pr)=Pl   '

Proof. Suppose that r^2n and s^2B. Now there exists one and

only one positive integer *, ¿ = 2", such that q"(r)=s and q"(s)=r.

Then gn(pn) = pBn(r) = p\ and gn(p") = #4.w = p".   "
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For each *, let pk be the sequence whose ¿th term is, for sufficiently

large n, the ith. coordinate of p%. Let Z be {pk'-kis a positive integer\.

A neighborhood system for Z is defined as follows: If for some i, Ui

is an open set in Z, let U* denote the set of all points p¡ of Z such

that either (1) ¿>JG C< or (2) p¡ has a coordinate in Ui. Now for each

*, N(ph), the neighborhood system of pk in Z is {(U^ U*): k^2n,

Ui is an open set in Zit £JG Ui, and UiQ Uí+x] .

For each r, let gr be the function from Z onto Z defined as follows:

Suppose that * g 2". For some s, s g 2", gnT(pnt) =pns. Set gr(pk) =p.. Then

gT is well defined since if t^n, g'T(pt) ~Pr

It follows from Lemma 4 and the definition of g< that for each r and

each j there exists one and only one positive integer i such that

gi(Pr) =P. and gi(p,)=pr.

Lemma 5. Z is a countable connected Hausdorff space.

Proof. Z is clearly a countable Hausdorff space. Suppose that Z

is not connected. Then there exist disjoint nonempty open sets A and

B such that AV)B=Z. There exist positive integers k and/ such that

pkG.A and pjÇLB. Let n be a positive integer such that *^2" and

j ^ 2n. Let ¿4„ be {p?: piGA } VJ {xj: s ^ 2n and /*ere «m/s an element

pi of A such that x\ is a coordinate -of pi). Let Bn be \p": pi G B\

\j\x\: s^2" awd /*ere exi's/s aw element pi of B such that x\ is a co-

ordinate of pi). Now An and Bn are nonempty disjoint open sets in

Zn, and AnyJBn = Zn. This contradicts the fact that Z„ is connected,

and hence Z is connected.

Lemma 6. For each r, gr is a homeomorphism of Z onto Z.

Proof. Let r be a positive integer. It is clear that gr is one-to-one

and onto. Let * be a positive integer. There exists a j such that

gr(pk)=pj. Suppose that UÇLN(pk). Now there exists an « and sets

Un, Un+u ■ • • such that il s^n, U. is open in Z„ p'tÇzU„ U, qU,+i,

and such that Í7=U,°1„ U*. Let m be a positive integer such that

j^2m. Now since U, qU,+i, then U,°L„ L7f = U,°Lm Z7f, and hence
L7 = U,''Lm U*. Now for each s,s~^m, gjis a homeomorphism and hence

g'Á U.) G N'(ft. Also gr( U.) CS'+1( C.+i). Now since gr( U*) = [g'T( U.) ] *
and gT(U) =U;=mgr(i/,*), then gr(U)eN(Pj). This shows that (g,)"1 is

continuous. Since gr= (gr)-1, gr is continuous and it follows that gr is a

homeomorphism.

The above lemmas establish the theorem.

Theorem II. There exists a countable connected Hausdorff space Z

such that each point of Z is a cut point of Z.
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Proof. Let F be a countable connected Hausdorff space and let

{Xn: each of i andj is a positive integer} be a countably infinite fam-

ily of mutually disjoint countable connected Hausdorff spaces, each

disjoint from Y. Let y1 be a one-to-one sequence onto Y, i.e., let a

fixed denumeration y\, y\, y\, • • • be placed on the elements of Y,

and for each (i, j) let «" be a one-to-one sequence onto Xn.

If pG Y, then 3l(p) denotes the neighborhood system of p in Y,

and if p is a point of some Xn, then 9l(p) denotes the neighborhood

system of p in Xn.

Let Zi be \J^Li (Xu — {x"})VJ{(y\, x"): ¿ is a positive integer}. A

neighborhood system for Zi is defined as follows: If

zGUjIj (Xu— {x"}), then for some i and some k, k^l, z = x\i, and

in this case A^x"), the neighborhood system of xj* in Zi, is

{ U: i/G9l(x") and x" $.U~}. In order to define neighborhoods in Zi

of the remaining points of Z\, certain functions will be introduced.

Suppose that i is a positive integer and that FG3l(y}). Let V* be

{(yl, x") : yJG. V}. V* is a one-to-one function. Let W(V) be the set

of all functions w on (range V*) such that if x"G (range V*), then

îKxîOGaUx}'). If îoGIF(F) let U(V, w) be

F* \J [ U {[w(xî') - {x"}]: x" G dorn w}].

Now if for some i, z=(y), x")> then N^(z), the neighborhood system

in Zx of z, is {Z7(V, w) : FG3l(yJ) and wEW(V)}.Zi with the result-
ing topology is a countable connected Hausdorff space.

Lemma 1. For each i, (y\, x") is a cut point of Zi>

Proof. Let i be a positive integer. Let A be {x":j>l}. Then A

and its complement relative to Zi— {(y\, x")} are disjoint nonempty

open sets whose union is Zi— {(y\, x")}. This establishes Lemma 1.

Now for each n, n ¿¿ \, let y" be a one-to-one sequence onto

Ur-i (Xin-W- {x{r1){}), and let Z„ be Itf-i (Xni- {xf})\J{(yi, xf):
each of j and k is a positive integer andj^n}. A neighborhood system

for Z„ is defined as follows: If zGUjIx (Xni— {xf}), then for some i

and some k, k^l, z = xB<, and in this case Nn(xl'), the neighborhood

system in Z„ for xn<, is { U: UE^xl') and xf (£U}. In order to de-

fine neighborhoods in Z„ of the remaining points of Z„, certain func-

tions will be introduced. Suppose that i is a positive integer and that

FGA^-Ky"). Let V* be {(y?, xf):y^E V}. V* is a one-to-one func-
tion. Let W( V) be the set of all functions w on (range V*) such that

if xfG (range V*), then w(xf)G^l(xf). If wGW(V), let U(V, w) be
F* U [U{ [w(x?) - {xf} ]: xf G dorn w} ].  Now if for some i, z
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= (y?7 -"O7 then N"(z), the neighborhood system in Z„ of z is

{ U(V, w): FGA^"-1^") and wEW(V)}. Suppose that * and j are

positive integers, jUn — i, and that VQ.Nn-l(yli, xf). Let V* be

{(y'„ *i ) ■ (yl x") G V or y'.e V). Let W(V) be the set of all functions

w on }x?: (y?, x,*)G V*} such that if x?G {x?: (yn„ x?)GF*}, then

w(xT)G^L(xT). If wGiF(F), let U(V, w) be

F* U [ U {[w(x7) - {xi'}]: xV G dorn w}].

Now if for some i and some j, /a« — 1, z=(yii, xf), then Nn(z), the

neighborhood system in Z„ of 2, is { C(F, w): FGiV"-1^, x?) and

wGíF(F)}. Now for each n, Z„, with the resulting topology, is a

countable connected Hausdorff space.

Lemma 2. For each i,j, and n, i^n, (y), xf) is a cut point of Z„.

Proof. Lemma 1 shows that the conclusion is true if n = 1. Let n

be a positive integer greater than 1, and suppose that if k is a positive

integer less than n and i and j are integers, i^k, then (yj, x1/ ) is a cut

point of Z„_i. Let i and j be positive integers, i^n.

Now if î<m, there exist disjoint nonempty open subsets A and B

of Z„_i- {(y), xf)} such that A\JB = Zn-i- {(yj, x?)}. Let J0 be a

subset of the positive integers such that *G-^o if and only if yjG-<4-

Let C be { (y:, x?) : (y'„ x[') GA or y'.^A ) KJ [U {(X„* - {xf} ) : k G /o} ],
andD be {(yr„ x[') : (y\, x\') EB ory'.GB} W [U {(Xnk -{*?}):* S-M ].
Now C and D are disjoint nonempty open subsets of Z„— {(y*, x*/)}

such that CUD = Z„- {(yj, x?)}.
If i = n, the proof that (y), x{J) is a cut point of Z„ is similar to the

proof that (y), x\}) is a cut point of Z\, and hence is omitted.

Let Z be {(y), x1') : each of i andj is a positive integer}. A neighbor-

hood system for Z is defined as follows: Suppose that zGZ. Then for

some i and some/, z — (y), x1'). Let S(z) be the set of all functions V

on {i, î + 1, ¿4-2, • • • } such that (1) ViEN{(z) and (2) if k>i, then

F*GAr*;(z) and for some element w of IF(Ffc_i), Vk= U(Vk-i, w). Now

if for some i and some j, z — (y), xf), then N(z), the neighborhood

system in Z of z is { [Ut"=t (FtHZ)]: VES(z)}. Z with the resulting

topology is a countable connected Hausdorff space.

Lemma 3. Each point of Z is a cut point of Z.

Proof. Suppose that zÇlZ. Then there exist integers i and / such

that z—(y), x''). Now there exist sequences Ai, Ai+i, Ai+2, ■ • • and

Bi, Bi+i, Bi+2, • ■ ■ such that for every positive integer * greater

than *—1, (1) Ak and Bk are nonempty disjoint open subsets of Z*
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-{(y), xi')} such that Ak\JBk=Zk-{(y\, *?)}, (2) if vGAk and V
is an element of Nk(v) such that V(ZAk, then for every element w of

W(V), U(V, w) CAk+i, and (3) if i>G-Bt and V is an element of Nk(v)

such that VQBk, then for every element w of W(V), U(V, w) C-Bt+i.

Let A be Ut"=< (Ak(~\Z) and B be Ut"U (BkC\Z). Then A and B are
nonempty disjoint open subsets of Z—{(y), x[J)} such that AKJB

= Z-{(yj,x?)}.
The above lemmas establish the theorem.

Theorem III. There exists a countable connected Hausdorff space Z

such that the only homeomorphism of Z onto itself is the identity.

Outline of proof. If Z is a connected space and zGZ, then the

statement that z has component number n means that n is a positive

integer and that Z—{z} has exactly n components. Using a construc-

tion similar to that of Theorem II, a countable connected Hausdorff

space Z can be constructed such that (1) every point of Z is a cut

point of Z and (2) distinct points of Z have distinct component

numbers. It follows that the only homeomorphism of Z onto itself

is the identity.
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